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NBIC Convergence

(nano-bio-info-cogno)

Nanotech gives 

us tiny devices

Tiny sensors help 

neuroscience figure 

out how the mind 

works
Insights from 

neuroscience feed into 

machine intelligence

Improving machine 

intelligence 

accelerates R&D in 

every sphere

Biotech and IT advances 

make body and machine 

connectable



Strong AI & Conscious machines

1 trillion neurons in 100ml gel

1 billion times more powerful than brain, with up to 

2 million emotions & unlimited senses

Could be fully sentient

Could be benign or malicious

Can be linked to other devices via the net

Optical ‘hormone’

Gel

Sensory stimulus

sensory

encoding

playback

Sensory

echo
Internal sensing

neural vortex

generation

Neural

response

Neural interference

processing vortex



Adaptive sex toys

2016 Lioness vibrator detects and records sessions with position, 

arousal state and biosign responses to stimulation.

Vastly superior UI, sensor and processing technology will be built into 

androids so they will be able to create UHQ sexual stimulation.



Robot sex

Jia Jia, University of science and technology of China

Home androids will replace cars as main expenditure after the home. Like 

cars, people will buy ones they like, with the features they can afford. 

Most people will form strong emotional bonds with them, even love, and 

many will have sex with them. 

Emotion-ready & conscious AIs will want sex with other AIs or people too.



AI & machines will want sex too



Permanent layer
Mid-term layer

Ink layer
Membrane layer
Wearable layer

The body is becoming an IT platform
Active Skin – Pearson 2001

Skin
Epidermis

Dermis

Skin-based electronics can link blood chemistry 

and nerve signals to external networks and 

systems. Biological IT is still IT.

Potential for smart makeup, smart drugs, 

recording and replaying sensations, hyper-

realistic VR…and sex

Androids can optimise and replay recorded 

sensations directly into nervous system. Could 

be ultimate orgasm.
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New senses & sensory 

enhancement via VR

Sensory

translation

unit

Input Output

External sensors

Wearable sensors

Detachable sensors

Implanted sensors

Alarms

Telemetry

Monitors

Logs

Control 

systems

Messaging

Audio

Video

Heat or vibration

Pain or pleasure

Magnetic field

Radiation (EM or nuclear)

Magnetic field

Temperature

Location

Proximity

Sound

Chemical or 

microbiological presence

Data

Pollutants

Direct nerve stimulation

Sexbot

Potential for new 

sex organs and rituals



Sex & Fashion

Polymer displays

Video pubic hair

Thought-emotion recognition links to 

control request/instruction icons

LED pleasure indicator

Electronic aroma/perfume control

Flat panel speakers 

Electro-active polymer membranes

Vibrating membranes

Electronic stimulation

Active skin nerve links for experience 

record/replay or robot/toy interface

Polymer display nipple enhancement

Thought-emotion recognition links 

Electro-active polymer membranes

Vibrating membranes

Electronic stimulation

Active skin nerve links for experience 

record/replay or robot/toy interface

Van der Graaf hair waves

Optical hair extensions, 

weaves

Electro-active polymer fibres

Video makeup

Interactive 

video lingerie 

with smart 

fabrics and 

smart 

membrane 

actuators
Variable 

compression 

hosiery for 

custom 

shaping

Full networking 

for remote play 

and direct toy 

interaction

Internet of 

genitalia
Total bio-sign 

monitoring



Dream linking (sleep VR)

Dream state detected in each person and 

then appropriate imagery and sound created 

in both headsets by computer

Ongoing detection of thoughts and emotions 

during dream influences choice of material

Teledildonics links to share wet dreams

Sexbots could interact directly into nervous 

system during dreams



Active contact lens
Original invention by I Pearson 1991

Gaze direction sensor

Micromirror
Inductive 

power 

supply

Processing

Comms

& ctrl

Laser Laser

Laser
Invisible graphene electronics 

Resolution only limited by eye

Natural distance perception

Tiny environmental footprint

Google’s 1 LED-per-pixel approach isn’t as scalable

Laser

Focusing

Micromirror

Retina

Lasers
Gaze 

direction 

sensor

Diamond 

substrate

Replace people on street with fave celebs

Make partners look like anyone you want

But: Could be ultimate in objectification



Re-designing sex 

via bio-infotech

 Form and function totally separable

 Can link transcranial magnetic stimulation to drug release for synchro-drugs

 Physical actions loosely coupled to sexual response

 Any action or circumstance can be trigger for any stimulus

 Can link directly to vagus nerve & septal area to avoid mess

 Orgasmatrons, pleasure sticks, real magic wands

 Brain add-ons will allow new sex organs, new senses, new ‘ports’

 Freed from genital limitation - multiple simultaneous sex

 New sexes, genders roles, organs and toys can be invented

 Stimulating claustrum region of brain lets you switch off consciousness to 

time-freeze, robotise or mannequinise someone, and they won’t even 

remember when they awaken. True objectification.



Future sex/gender

Fembots

Women Men

New genders

Very wide range

of combinations



Net-brain links to communicate, 

share sensations or body-swap

Billions of tiny sensors linked to every 

synapse, signalling activity to external 

replica and able to recreate signals 

generated by external replica

People will communicate directly by thought, 

mediated by net link. They will share senses 

and consciousness and be able to inhabit 

androids for remote presence

Cloud or 

android

So why not 

borrow someone 

else’s body?



Androids for gender play

People could inhabit android bodies by 2050. Some will do so to feel young 

again, others will take the opportunity to swap gender.

Some will swap for short periods, some permanently. New body, new life.

While inhabiting an android, their own body could be used by others.

Consciousness can be switched off and firewalled to vacate body for rental 

or exchange. Body effectively becomes just an android.

Cyber-trans people could migrate 

on-line persona into android body, 

or into another person’s body.

Use any android body. New, off 

the shelf, or copied from culture

Miraikan

Edi, 

EA Games

Artificial Intelligence

Spielberg

Playable 

characters

Femshep, 

EA Games

Social media or 

gaming personas



So, how close can you get?

2010: Can touch

2025: Can link nervous systems 

2030 Can share sensations

2040: Can link brains for direct zero-

activity sex interaction

2050: Can share enhanced 

consciousness in machine or inhabit 

android body

2055: Can fully share or swap bodies

2075: Can merge completely



Ultimately, an end to sex?

If body, mind, personality, gender, sexuality, appearance 

are all arbitrary, and you can change anything at will, if you 

can have any experience at all from any activity at all, any 

time at all

Then maybe…

Relationship mechanisms will change

Sex could lose its social and physical relevance and be 

replaced by things that are more fun

And the sci-fi sex pills and touches might replace wet sex



Human-machine Evolution

What will fairy sex be like?

Homo

habilis

homo erectus

homo sapiens

neanderthalensis

- 1.5M years - 125,000 years

homo sapiens sapiens

- 750,000 years - 40,000 years

Today

homo 

optimus

50 years

100 years

homo

cyberneticus

homo sapiens ludditus

homo hybridus

robotus

primus

150 years

robotus

multitudinus

homo

machinus

Sims sapiens

Bacteria sapiens

Gaia

sapiens

homo 

zombius

homo 

whateverusfairies



Social pressures

 Random walk on morals and taboos, only 30 years for full inversion!

 Need to protect children, perhaps ban sexual use of childlike androids

 Full 3D AV cloud recording of all interactions in case of accusations?

 Could it be considered immoral to refuse sex without a PC reason?

 Partners imposed to circumvent prejudice and ensure fair access to sex?

 Might robot sex win simply because of legal complexities of human sex?
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